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Discover why LeBron James is truly the Greatest Basketball Player of All-Time (G.O.A.T). This

is the ultimate argument of all arguments to put the LeBron vs. Jordan G.O.A.T. debate to rest.

All the proof you need is here in this eBook:* Could Jordan really play in the 2010's era?*

Could LeBron play in Jordan's era?* How difficult was it for Jordan during his six Finals

appearances?* The significance of LeBron's championship appearances.* LeBron's mental

toughness?* Clutch moments* Stat Comparisons* LeBron and Michael's Contribution to the

Finals* Scoring and much, much, much, more.Jordan fans will be surprised. The truth will set

you free.

Learn How to Quickly Solve Difficult Certified Medical Assistant Test QuestionsHere's a little

"secret" about the Certified Medical Assistant test: the Certified Medical Assistant test is what

we in the test preparation field call a "content driven" test.While some tests are looking to see

what you are ABLE to learn, the purpose of the Certified Medical Assistant (CMA) Certification

Examination, offered by the American Association of Medical Assistants (AAMA), is to test your

understanding of what you have already learned. The goal of the Certified Medical Assistant

test is to use a standardized testing process to create an objective assessment of a test taker's

knowledge and skills.In other words, it's more about what you know than your ability to solve

clever puzzles. This is good news for those who are serious about being prepared, because it

boils down to a very simple strategy:You can succeed on the Certified Medical Assistant test

and become a Certified Medical Assistant (CMA) by learning critical concepts on the test so

that you are prepared for as many questions as possible.Repetition and thorough preparation

is a process that rewards those who are serious about being prepared, which means that

succeeding on the Certified Medical Assistant test is within the reach of virtually anyone

interested in learning the material.This is great news! It means that if you've been worried

about your upcoming Certified Medical Assistant test, you can rest easy IF you have a good

strategy for knowing what to study and how to effectively use repetition to your advantage.But it

also creates another set of problems.If you tried to memorize every single possible thing you

can for the Certified Medical Assistant test, the field of possible things to review would be so

huge that you could not hope to cover everything in a reasonable time.That's why we created

the Certified Medical Assistant Exam Flashcard Study System: we have taken all of the

possible topics and reduced them down to the hundreds of concepts you must know and

provided an easy-to-use learning method to guarantee success on the Certified Medical

Assistant test.We wanted this system to be simple, effective, and fast so that you can succeed

on your Certified Medical Assistant test with a minimum amount of time spent preparing for it. --

Here Are Some of the Features of Our Certified Medical Assistant Exam Flashcard Study

SystemStudy after study has shown that repetition is the most effective form of learning- and

nothing beats flashcards when it comes to making repetitive learning fun and fastFlashcards

engage more of your senses in the learning process- you "compete" with yourself to see if you

know the answers to the questions, and the flipping action gets you actively involved in the

learning processOur cards are printed on heavy, bright white 67 lb. cover stock, and are laser

printed at 1200 dpi on our industrial printers- these are professional-quality cards that will not

smear or wear out with heavy usageWe cover the major content areas on the examOur

flashcards include an edge that is micro-perforated, which means that you are much less likely



to have a painful papercut on your fingers when moving quickly through the cardsOur cards are

portable, making it easy for you to grab a few and study while waiting for the bus or the doctor,

or anywhere where you have a spare moment that would otherwise be wastedOur Certified

Medical Assistant test cards are written in an easy to understand, straightforward style - we

don't include any more technical jargon than what you need to pass the testThe cards are a

generous size- 3.67 x 4.25 inches- they fit perfectly in your hands and they aren't so small that

you have to use a magnifying glass to read tiny type- all questions and answers are in a

normal-size print for easy studyingOur cards include in-depth explanations- you won't see any

"one word" answers on our cards that require you to go get a textbook to understand why your

answer was wrong- all of our cards include generous, thorough explanations so you not only

get it right or wrong- but you also know why!We use a font created by Microsoft to make

reading easier- this will enable you to absorb more information painlessly during late night

study sessionsOur system enables you to study in small, digestible bits of information- unlike

using boring textbooks, flashcards turn learning into a "game" you can play until you've

mastered the materialIt's easy for a friend to help you study- they don't even have to know

anything about the Certified Medical Assistant test- if they can read, then they can quiz you

with our flashcards.Now, let us explain what the Certified Medical Assistant Exam Flashcard

Study System is not. It is not a comprehensive review of your education, as there's no way we

could fit that onto a single set of flashcards.Don't get us wrong: we're not saying that

memorization alone will automatically result in a passing Certified Medical Assistant test score-

you have to have the ability to apply it as well. However, without the foundation of the core

concepts, you cannot possibly hope to apply the information. After all, you can't apply what you

don't know.Certified Medical Assistant Exam Flashcard Study System is a compilation of the

hundreds of critical concepts you must understand to pass the Certified Medical Assistant test.

Nothing more, nothing less. --If you think there's even the smallest chance that these

flashcards will help you, you owe it to yourself to try them out. Don't let fear or doubt stand in

the way of your opportunity to achieve the test score you need to fulfill your dreams.--This text

refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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The Last LeBron and Jordan G.O.A.T Argument Ever Jason

DicksonTable of ContentsIntroductionSaying Michael Jordan is the greatest basketball player of

all time is like saying Santa Claus is real. If you actually believe that Jordan currently holds this

title after reading this book, then you are pretty much in the same category as 43% of adults

who still believe that a jolly old fat guy - with a long white beard - is flying around your town on

a magical sleigh with 10 reindeers and visiting all of the homes of just the good kids on

Christmas day; he drops down in your chimney, he put gifts under a Christmas tree and flies off

into the night for his next gift delivery. Whoa! Amazing! Before turning into your teen years, your

parents should’ve broken the bad news to you that Santa Clause isn’t real. And you should’ve

known that they (your parents) were mainly the ones responsible for putting those anticipated

gifts under the Christmas tree when you were growing up. Ladies and gentlemen, I have some

good and some bad news: LeBron James is truly the G.O.A.T...and it’s not only because he

says so.“I am the greatest” - Muhammad Ali This book will be your most important resource for

your argument of LeBron James being the G.O.A.T of the National Basketball Association. So

many details included in this body of work, unlike anything you’ve ever read: breakdowns of

both LeBron and Michael’s numerous Finals appearances as pertaining to their contributions,

the journey to their numerous Finals appearances, a breakdown of the level of competition

each one of these players had to face, how each player would perform in each other’s era, the

significance of each player’s numerous Finals appearances, the percentage of each player’s

contribution to making each one of their Finals appearances, a breakdown of each player’s

stats, a reveal of how tough each player’s numerous Finals opponents were as related to both

LeBron and Michael’s NBA Finals teams and much, much, much, much more. You are in for a

treat.To the NBA world that constantly debates about who is the greatest of all time: Is it

Michael Jordan or is it LeBron James? This book will end that debate forever. Back and forth,

forth and back LeBron and Jordan fans claim their G.O.A.T. But, there can only truly be

one.Finals AppearancesLeBron James made it to the finals in 2007, 11’, 12’, 13’, 14’, 15’, 16’,

17’, and 18’ - nine times and eight straight. Michael Jordan did it six times: 91’, 92’, 93’, 96’,

97’, and 98’. LeBron walked away with three titles and Jordan with six. These numbers favor

Jordan, yes, as he three peated twice and lost none. When it comes to the G.O.A.T debate, the

number of championships won, and the Finals record are almost always brought up to seal the

deal for Jordan. That’s fair, as the goal of any season is to win a chip and Jordan surely won

more championships than LeBron and won Finals MVP in each; LeBron won MVP in all of his

Finals appearances as well. But the MVP’s aren’t really the point. The argument in this book

isn’t the number of titles won by these players, or their Finals record; this isn’t really a decided

factor of who is the greatest of all time. If it was a deciding factor then we would probably look

at Bill Russell as being the G.O.A.T. (11 championships, eight straight) or Sam Jones (10

championships, eight straight as well). Although these players lost a championship in their

career, eight straight championship wins is quite impressive as compared to six straight. We

still debate on whether Jordan would’ve won eight straight titles if he hadn’t retired for the first

time in 1993. The Houston Rockets at this time (with Hakeem Olajuwon) were definitely a

tough team to beat, and could’ve been the toughest opponent that Jordan would have ever had

to face in a NBA Finals. How LeBron managed to get to his nine Finals appearances - and

actually win three - is a greater significance than Jordan’s six titles. The greatness of LeBron

could definitely win six titles under Jordan’s circumstances, but the greatness of Jordan would

not make it to nine NBA Finals under LeBron’s circumstances.Michael Jordan Finally Defeating



the Bad BoysMike came into the league in 1984, at the age of 21. He was impressive. As long

as he suited up, he never missed a playoff appearance. His most significant playoff

appearances during his early stages of his career was with his battle against the Detroit “Bad

Boys” Pistons. In 1987-88, Chicago lost in the semifinals to Detroit (six ranking offense and two

rating defense). In 1989, they lost to Detroit (seven ranking offense and three ranking defense)

again in the Eastern Conference Finals. In 1990, they lost to the Bad Boy (11 ranking offense

and two ranking defense) again in the Eastern Conference Finals. It wasn’t until 1991 (Jordan’s

fifth year in the league) that he and the Chicago Bulls would finally get over that Detroit Piston

(12 ranking offense and two ranking defense) hump in the Eastern Conference Finals, when

Jordan would appear in his first NBA Finals. It took four years to get past the Bad Boys, but

how he was able to finally beat the Pistons is most significant.LeBron James Beating the

Detroit “Bad Boys” Pistons and the Boston CelticsBron came into the league in 2003, but came

in at the age of 18. He got his first taste of the playoffs at the age of 21, during the 2005-2006

season. He was the same age as Michael. He too would lose to the Detroit Pistons (four

ranking offense and five ranking defense) in the semifinals in his first ever playoff run that

included the Bad Boys as an opponent. He would never miss a playoff appearance thereafter,

except for his injured year in the 2018 - 19 seasons with the Lakers. Amazingly, in 2006, he

would reach his first NBA Finals, as the team leader and the best player, in just his second

playoff appearance and fourth year in the league, at the age of 22. He would face the Bad Boys

(six ranking offense and seven ranking defense) again in the 2007 playoffs; he would advance

to the Finals with a 18 ranking offense and four ranking defense.
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Emerita Aguilar, “Awesome read!. Still a Jordan fan, but very convincing. I like how this author

broke down just about every aspect of the game to support his argument. Definitely worth a

read.”

manda, “Very nice!. Well, I love them. Two most awesome players in basketball world.Thank

you for the breakdown. It was fair enough and quite interesting.Was able to prove a fact to back

up his argument.Highly recommend this book!”

Amanda Unegbu, “A must have!. An amazing read for fans and lovers of basketball. Great

details about LeBron and Jordan into an amazing career and what distinguishes them from

each other. A must have!”

The book by Iman Hami has a rating of  5 out of 3.6. 4 people have provided feedback.
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